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HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO MEASURE A NUCLEAR TEMPERATURE?

B. TAMAlN

Laboratoire de Physique Corpusculaire

Institut des Sciences de la Matière et du Rayonnement

14032 CAEH CEDEX

I - HOT NUCLEI : DEFINITION

For many years, excited nuclei have been built and studied. Compound nucleus formation and

decay is the best example of this research. However, up to the eighties, it was very difficult to deposit much

excitation energy inside a nucleus.

Table I illustrates this statement. Lei assume that one tries to deposit 1 GeV in a target nucleus. In

principle, this can be achieved by using a ~ 1 GeV kinetic energy proton. However, the wavelenghi

associated with such a fast nucléon when colliding nucléons of the target is smaller than the minimum

distance between the target nucléons. Our incoming nucléon will then "see" at the same time only one target

nucléon which will be ejected in a nucleon-nucleon collision. In other words, the incident nucléon will not

deposit a sizeable fraction of its kinetic energy in the target partner. On the contrary, if the 1 GeV incident

energy is now carried by an incident nucleus (let say argon nucleus), each projectile nucléon is not so fast,

its associated wavelength is larger (see table I) and the reaction will then proceed through a more collective

process. The incident energy will be much more easily deposited into the target.

In such a way, it is possible to achieve hot nuclei formation, i.e. to deposit excitation energies

exceeding, let say, 300 MeV.

Reaction

p -ï- Ag

Ar-S-As

Ei

1000MeV

25MeV/u

Ufm)
0.3

1.8

Rn(fm)

1.2

1.2

TABLE I : Wavelengkt Â. associated to a projectile nucléon encountering a target nucléon for two reactions

induced by Ei = 1 GeV total kinetic energy projectiles. Rn is the mean distance between nvo

neighbouring nucléons of the target.

H - THE TEMPERATURE CONCEPT

When speaking about hot objects, one is used to introduce the température concept. First of all,

one has to remark that one mav speak about temperature onlv if the available excitation enerev is thermalized
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into the whole system. In that sense, the "temperature" concept is more restrictive than the "excitation

energy" one.

Moreover, the introduction of the nuclear temperature in nuclear physics is not obvious. From a

general point of view, the temperature concept is very well adapted to the case of a system in equilibrium

with a heat bath, which assesses a given temperature T. As a consequence, the excitation energy of the

svsteni has a well defined mean value E* with a standart deviation given by* :
E

( 1 )

VAT

when A is the number of consumants of the system.

Conservely, for a fixed E* value, the relative uncertainty on the temperature is :
A T _ 2

T VAT

The first characteristics of a nucleus is that it is a system for which A is small (typically 100) and

that the above standart deviations are in this case not negligible. In table H, relation (1) has been applied to

some cases. It appears that AT/T is generally about 109b and that the correlation between E* and T is

stronger for large systems and/or large temperatures.

Now, nuclei are isolated systems which means that a better thermodynamical description is the

rnicrocanonical one. In this case, the temperature is simply defined from the entropy by the relation :

L=JE-
T dE*

and it then appears that the correlation between E* and T is well defined. From this point of view, the above

discussion based on the relation (1) obtained in the canonical description does not appear to be justified.

However it is. As a matter of fact, the temperature concept is useful if it describes a uniform property of the

system. The above discussion shows that a nucleus is a so small system that it is not really meaningful to

stress that the temperature can be considered as uniform from one point to the other. The nuclear

temperature concept is hence an approximative concept which will be used for convenience and table II tells

us thai is is meaningful only within 10-20%.

A (amu)

TCVIeV)

1

3

5

50

0.29

0.16

0.12

100

020

0.11

0.09

150

0.16

0.09

0.07

200

0.14

0.08

0.06

250

0.12

0.07

0.06

300

0.11

0.07

0.05

i ABLE H : AT/T caicuiaxsdfrom relation (2) for some examples.

in niiciesr physics, ens osss a express ths auciear enipsiamie in energy units (MaV) instead of degrees (°K1 This means
tnai ins won! Eempeismie is used for die piodun of !hs BoUzmann consisnt and me usual thermodynamical temperature.
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m - HOT NUCLEI AND THE NUCLEAR EQUATION OF STATE

Every thermodynamical description of a system is performed in defining intensive variables. The
temperature is the first one ; pressure and density are two others. It is quire tempting to try to describe
nuclear matter with such variables. In this framework, a nucleus is simply a drop of nuclear fluid
(remember the "liquid drop model").

Figure 1 is related to the equation of state of infinite nuclear matter. It has been obtained *) from an
elementary nucleon-nucleon force (skyrme 3 here) and consists of an ensemble of isotherm curves drawn in
a density-pressure plane. The result is quite similar to what is obtained for a Van der Waals gas in usual
thermodynamics. As a matter of fact, the nucleon-nucleon interaction is qualitatively similar to the molecule-
molecule interaction in a Van der Waals gas : no long range force, small range attractive forces, repulsive
core at very small distance.

From figure 1, one can see that for given positive pressure and temperature, the nuclear matter can
exist at three densities : a small one (gas phase), a large one (liquid phase), an intermediate one (gas-liquid
admixture). This last solution is a direct consequence of the attractive nucleon-nucleon interaction at
intermediate densities (~ 0.5 normal density) which induces nucléon clusterization below the saturation
density. This clusterization region is called the spinodal region. If nuclear matter enters it one expects a
multifragmentation process to occur. We will see later on in these lectures that this effect is perhaps
observetfexperimenialry.

Hot nuclei studies are of course connected with the study of the nuclear equation of state at large
temperatures. However, many difficulties have to be considered. First of all, nuclei are only small pieces of
nuclear matter, and surface and coulomb effects induce strong deviations. For instance in figure 1, it
appears that the critical temperature (above which there is no more possible coexistence between liquid and
gas phases) is about 16 MeV Jn taking into account surface and coulomb contributions of finite nuclei, this
value is very much decreased : no nucleus would be stable for temperatures exceeding 8-10 MeV -\ The
connection between the "infinite mater" equation of state and hot nuclei properties is hence not so evident.

Another difficulty lies in the fact that hot nuclei are formed in nucleus-nucleus collisions. At low
bombarding energies, the compound nucleus formation is a shon process compared with the compound
nucleus decay time. For increasing excitation energies or temperatures, the situation is not so simple. In
figure 2 is given the mean decay time for neutron evaporation from a Pb nucleus. This time has been
simply obtained from the following expression :

where Tn is the reduced neutron decay width calculated in a statistical approach of the compound nucleus

decay. It can be see in the figure that Zn decreases very dramatically with the compound nucleus
temperature. For texnperamres exceeding 4-5 MeV, it becomes comparable with the typical time needed to
thermalize tne incident energy in the fusion nucleus (~ 10'22S ) and it will be more and more difficult to
define a clear cut between me fusion nucleus formation and decay.

Such preequilibriurn emission can also occur because of entrance channel properties and it is well
known that, as soon as the incident energy exceeds 10 MeV/nucleon, this mechanism plays a definite role.
We have to keep in mind this feature when temperature measurements are concemed.We will indeed see in
nexr. sections that nuclear temperature may be measured by analysing particles which have been evaporated
from the studied hot nuclei. But, of course, the measurement will be meaningful only if one knows that the
studied, parades have really been evaporated from an equilibrated hot nucleus !
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Fig . l . Pressure versus
density isotherms calculated
with a. Skynne force for
nuclear matter. The spinodal
region is indicated fay dashed
lines. The heavy line shows
the liquid-gas coexistence
region. From ref.l.

density

Fig.2. Neutron evaporation mean time
as a function of temperature. Various
curves correspond io different theoretical
approaches discussed in ref 3.
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IV - HOT NUCLEI DECAY PROPERTIES

1°) The statistical theorv and its limits

Excited nuclei decay is quite well understood in the statistical theory. In this theory, the excited
nuclei are considered as equilibrated isolated thermodynamical systems and they are described by using a
microcanonical ensemble : all the outgoing channels leading to a given final quantum state are equally
probable. Such a formalism leads to the following expression in the case of particle evaporation * :

© f ( E f , J f )
P p ( e )de=C £ e «^(e . J£) - i — * de (2)

J f C U ( E J )

Pp (e) dE is the emission probability of a particle p with a kinetic energy between e and e + de ;

cTcp (s, Jf) is the cross section for the reverse reaction ;
C is a constant ;
cûi and COf are the densities of states of the initial and final nuclei (resp.) ;
Ji. f are their angular momentum quantum numbers
E*i,f are their excitation energy.

It is possible to simplify relation (2) in introducing the nuclear temperature T. One gets :

e
Pp(e)dE = £ C ( J F ) c (E,Jf) e e"f de

*F

E

HCa01J(E) e e ' - F d e

if angular momentum effects may be neglected.

By expressing C and <?Cp (e) , one is led to the following expression for the kinetic energy
specfmm of the evaporated particle p :

e-es
e-£S

W(e) de= e T de (3)

T

where e s is Ee threshold energy for the emission of particle p,Le. the corresponding coulomb barrier.

Relation (3) is a maxwellian distribution which has been widely used to deduce temperature values
from experiment (see below) . Concerning the relation between the excitation energy E* of a nucleus and
its îentperaînie T , the statistical theory predicts :

E* = aT2 (4)

where a is the so called level density parameter.

") In this section, we neglect the fission channel.
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Fig.3. The statistical theory
predicts some relations between
energy ,entropy and temperature: E*
= aT2 . S= 2aT, S2 = 4 aE*. These
relations are approximations and are
questionable at large excitation
energy
However,because they are
convenient, one uses to write them
even for fairly large excitation
energies. In these cases.the
constant a which is the level density
parameter at low temperature has to
be replaced by an effective
parameter aeffjn the figure, this
parameter has been calculated from
the ratios E*/T2(x), S/2T(+),
S2/4E* (.) by using an SKM(top)
or SIII (bottom) interaction. It
appears that these ratios are similar
and relatively independent on the
temperature. The calculation
presented here are extracted from
ref.2. They concern a 208 Pb
nucleus, aeff may be parametrized
as A/13.
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Fig.4. Average temperature versus
excitation energy diagram obtained for a
100 amu nucleus. The calculation has
been performed in the framework of the
Copenhagen multifragmencation model
ofref. 9.
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Relation (4) shows that E* and T are correlated and hence, that it is somewhat equivalent to
measure T or E* . One has however to be very cautious with this statement. First of all, relation (4) is
deduced from the statistical theory by using approximations and it is hence reliable only for limited
excitation energies 3~X On the other hand, even in such cases, the calculated level density parameter differs
strongly from die corresponding experimental values. This is due to the fact that relation (4) is deduced only
in indépendant particle models. Since nucleon-nucleon correlation and effective mass effects play a
significant role in a nucleus, the validity of relation (4) is somewhat questionable. In spite of these
difficulties, relation (4) has been widely used in the littérature even for fairly large excitation energies. The
level density parameter has hence been replaced by an adjusted parameter aeff .Generally, it is assumed to
be about A/10, where A is the mass number of the nucleus of interest. But"this value can be disputed and
A/8 and A/13 have also been considered. Generally speaking, it is interesting to look at specific properties
of very hot nuclei.

2°} Specific properties of verv hot nuclei concerning the relation between E* and T

In ref. 2, the ratio aeg- = E*ft1 has been calculated in a Hanree Fock approach for a -0 8Pb
nucleus. It appears that within 20 % . E*/!2 remains constant for temperatures ranging from 2 to 10 MeV
and that the validity of relation (4) would then be reasonable within 20 % provided a=ff has been correctly
adjusted (see figure 3).

However the situation is not so simple for two reasons :
- First of all other approaches may also be considered. In figure 4, the relation between E* and T has been
calculated, in a statistical model where the multifragmentation process is allowed. Above a temperature of 5
MeV , the onset of multifragmentation leads to a dramatic change of the curve E* = f(T) ; this is due to the
strong increase of the surface energy involved for this process. The saturation of the temperature holds up
to excitation energies leading to complete vaporization of the system, and then, the correlation between
variables E* and T is simply the result expected for a diluted Fermi gas. If this picture is correct, it is not
equivalent to measure a temperature or the corresponding excitation energy as soon as temperatures of
about 5 MeV are reached. In such cases the relation E* = aT- must be regarded with caution.

A further difficulty lies in the fact that violent nucleus-nucleus collisions can also lead to some
compression (or more generally collective oscillations) of the nuclei. In such a case, the total excitation
energy of the system must be decomposed in two terms, the thermal and the compression energies (the
monopole oscillation is certainly the main collective mode) :

Elh (5)

Relation (4) is valid for the second term only :

Em = aT2 (6)

Concerning the compression energy, it is rather interesting to look at its order of magnitude. From
this point of view, Landau-Vlasov calculations are a very useful tool. In ref 1^) they have been applied to
the system Ar -r Au at 60 MeV/u. It tarns out that the compression energy in a central collision would be
450 MeV , which corresponds to a mean density of 1.5 times the normal density at the beginning of the
collision. This value has to be compared with the total excitation energy deposited in the collision. In ref.
11, it has been estimated to be 650 MeV. In ref. 12, values reaching 1 GeV are quoted. Whatever the true
value, it appears that the compression energy is a sizeable fraction of the total excitation energy.

Of course, it is justified to discuss about the relaxation of the compression energy. This energy can
be rapidly damped and transformed in thermal one. However it turns out3) that the typical corresponding
damping time is comparable with the mean evaporation time for hot nuclei. Hence, the balance between the
compression energy damping and the thermal energy dissipation can lead to a saturation of Eth which could
never reach E* simply because of the oider of magnitude of the involved relaxation times (figure 5). In
such a case, the correlation between the temperature of the system and its excitation energy would be poor.
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Fig.5. Schematic picture showing the
evolution of compression energy
(dashed curve), thermal energy (dotted
curve) and total excitation energy
(solid curve) versus time in a collision
where compression modes are excited-
It appears that the typical damping
time for the compression energy
which is converted in thermal energy
is comparable with the typical decay
time for the thermal energy. This
property induces a "plateau" type
curve for the thermal energy. It is
possible to mingle thermal and
excitation energies when the
compression energy has vanished.

( a . •- Î

time (a, u '

Fig. 6. Evolution of the fission
width of Hg excited at 190 MeV
during the cooling of the nucleus. The
number of emitted neutrons is Sn and
gives a time scale. Note the failure of
statistical model (dashed line) as
compared xo the dynamical approach
(full line); extracted from ref.6\
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V} Other specific properties of hot nuclei

Besides the proceeding discussion on the relation between temperature and excitation energy,
further very interesting features have to be pointed out concerning very excited nuclei.

The first one concerns the competition between various decay channels- The statistical theory
predicts that the probability Pj of evaporating a particle i is proportional to :

exp 2 VaT(E*-B1)

where Bj is the minimum energy required to evaporate the particle i .This means that the probability ratio
for evaporating two particles i and j is :

P1 s exp 2 A C E * - B j )

Pj exp 2 V^ (E*-Bj)

At low excitadon energy, this ratio is governed by the relative values of Bj and Bj . Are strongly favored
panicles for which Bj is small and especially particles characterized by a small coulomb barrier. Here is the
main reason why neutrons and hydrogène isotopes and to a less extent helium isotopes are preferentially
evaporated. When increasing E* , a trivial first order development of relation (7) shows that :

It then appears that a very hot nucleus may evaporate as well clusters, neutrons or protons. This feature may
be used to select and study hot nuclei. Moreover clusters will give nice informadons on the first steps of the
decay chain. I will not develop further this question which will be fully analysed in the Luciano Moretto
lectures.

A second very interesting evolution with temperature of excited nuclei properties may be found in
figure 2. The mean time Xn for neutron evaporation can become shorter than some 10"21S which is the
typical time needed for fission. Hence, it turns out that evaporation can take place during the fission
process. Of course, this feature is not taken into account in the usual thermodynamical theory, since it is
assumed, that the probability for a definite decay channel is simply governed by the density of states of the
final products. Dynamical theoretical models have then been developped to include this rime effect 5 ^ .
Assuming that the whole sequence is markovian, the corresponding Fokker Planck equation has been
solved. Figure 6 shows that, for the quoted example, 5 neutrons can escape before the fission completion.
Of course, such a picture holds only if the internal degrees of freedom have time to relax, namely as long as
the evaporation time is longer than the thermalization one. From an experimental point of view, the above
discussion may explain why very hot heavy nuclei can avoid fission, even though the usual statistical theory
would predict that the fission channel should be quite dominant. Figure 7 is an example. It concerns the
Ar -r Aa system at 60 MeV/u . Heavy final products have been detected and analysed in the forward
direction. It appears that the evaporation residue cross section is larger ihan the fission one at variance with
what is expected nom statistical arguments : hot nuclei evaporate nucléons so rapidly that fission is then
strongly inhibited simply because of the fission barrier height of the residual nuclei. Very generally, û has
been shown by D. Hilscher et al 8^ that hot nuclei fission is always occuring after almost complete cooling
of the involved nuclei Hence, it appears that fission cannot be used to get informations on hot nuclei since
most of their excitation energy has been previously dissipated.
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10

50 90 130 170 210

MASS (u m a )

Fig.7. Mass-velocity plot for the system Ar (60 MeV/u)
+Au at forward, angles. The evaporation residue cross-
section (A region) is larger than the fission cross-section
(B region)at variance with what is expected in the usual
statistical theorv. From ref.7.
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V - A FAST PRESENTATION OF THE VARIOUS METHODS FOR TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS

This section is simply an introduction of the next ones. Here we will only give a list of the various
methods which are available "for temperature measurements. Since we are dealing with hot nuclei we will
focus on the main process used to build them : (generally incomplete) fusion.

First of all, let me recall relation (4). We have seen that, to some extent (see section IV-I), it exists
a relation between temperature and excitation energy. Hence, it appears that is is possible to get temperature
values either directly or indirectly by measuring the excitation energy E* . In this last case, the validity of
the extracted temperature will depend on the reliability of the effective level density parameter value aeff.
Moreover, we have seen that for temperatures reaching 5 MeV , relation (4) may become wrong and that
the compression energy can complicate the situation. It is then necessary to analyse the results with caution.

Now, if a hot nucleus has been built (generally in an incomplete fusion reaction), one may try to
get informations on its excitation energy or/and temperature either in studying the fusion nucleus itself, or
Tts decay products. When I write "fusion nucleus itself1,1 mean of course its heavy residue(s), since the
decay times of a nucleus are so short that any excited nucleus decay is over before detection.

The heavy residue(s) of a hot nucleus can be either an evaporation residue or fission fragments or
fragments resulting from a mulrifragmentation. Up to now, only evaporation residues or binary fission
fragments have been extensively studied. Only very few multifragmentation experiments have been
performed and analysed and they are not fully interpreted. The physical quantities concerning the heavy
residues are mainly their recoil velocities and their nature. As a matter of fact, more violent is a collision
leading to fusion, faster will be the recoiling fusion nucleus. On the other hand, more excited is a fusion
nucleus, smaller is the total mass of its residue since evaporation effect leads to a reduction of the fusion
nucleus mass. Here are the ideas of the methods developped in sections VL

Concerning the properties of the decay products, one can get informations on their kinetic energy
spectra, their multiplicities, their natures, and their quantum states. These methods are developped in
sections VIL Table IH is a summary of the available methods.

VI - EXCITATION ENERGY FROM RECOIL VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

The main idea of the recoil velocity measurement method is that there exists certainly a correlation
between die excitation energy E* and the linear momentum brought by a projectile into a target- In the case
of complete fusion, this correlation is trivial. In the case of incomplete fusion, the situation is not so simple
but reasonable assumptions (we will discuss later on) can be performed. It is then possible to learn about
E* in measuring the linear momentum. In fact, it is easier to measure the corresponding recoil velocity UR.
Two cases have to be considered depending on the decay channels of the fusion nucleus : evaporation or
binary fission.

In the first case, it is assumed that the recoil velocity of evaporation residues is similar to the
velocity of the initial fusion nucleus. This is not true in an event by event analysis but it is correct for the
mean value deduced for a sample of similar events since the evaporation angular distributions are forward-
backward symmetrical If the fusion nucleus has undergone fission, it is equivalent to measure T3R and me
folding angle 812 between die two fission fragments (figure 8). Of course, in diis case also, evaporation
plays a definite role and 9x2 is modified by this process. However, as explained above, the mean value
812 obtained in analysing several similar events reflects the recoil velocity of the initial fusion nucleus.

In figure 8 are given typical results obtained with the folding ansle method. Several uoints can be
noticed.

:sL,(MeV) 26
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Fig. 8a.) Velocity diagram showing that it is
equivalent to measure the recoil velocity "UR of
a fusion nucleus and the corresponding fission
folding angle 912 if the decay channel is binary
fission.

29MsVZu

UhieV/u
cO 90 KX) no XZO X20 <LQ 753 :S0 TTO ISO

Fig. 8b.) Examples of fission folding angle
distribution obtained for the system ArH-Th at several
bombarding energies.The fusion bump clearly visible
for small folding angles at low bombarding energies,
has disappeared, at highest ones. From ref. ~l 8.
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- The linear momentum transfer is more and more incomplete for increasing bombarding energies.
- The fusion bump corresponding to large linear momentum transfer is clearly visible for limited
bombarding energies but vanishes for the highest.

These two results rise two problems :
1) How is it possible to correlate the linear momentum transfer to the excitation energy and then the

temperature when the bombarding energy is increased ?
ii) What is the meaning of this method when the fusion bump has vanished ?

These points are discussed in the following subsections :

D Relation between recoil velocity and excitation energy or temperature
First of all, it is necessary to stress that the measurement of 1)R is not equivalent to the linear

momentum one. To deduce the second quantity, one needs to know the mass of the initial fusion nucleus
which is unknown : as a matter of fact, experiment leads to the mass of the final evaporation residues or
fission fragments. The initial mass can be obtained only in taking into account the decay chain which can be
done if one knows the initial excitation energy of the fusion nucleus. An iterative procedure which is model
dependent is then necessary. In fact, this difficulty may be passed round as explained now.

The simplest way to connect E* to the linear momentum transfer is the massive transfer model in
which part of the projectile is assumed to fuse with part of the target, the remaining pans of both partners
keeping their initial velocities. This model is equivalent to a complete fusion involving parts of both
partners. Conservation laws (energy and momentum), lead to a very simple formula provided that Q
values are neglected :

V (8)

Ln this relation, E* ERand Ep are respectively the excitation, the recoil and the projectile energies
per nucléon. An important advantage of relation (8) is that it does not depend on the masses of the involved
nuclei. Relation (4) can then directly lead to the temperature provided the relation aeff = A/8 may be used
(which is often reasonable : see section IV) :

T= V s E (9)

This method has widely been used (see the right axis in figure 9).

2) Validity of the massive transfer picture

Many débats are possible on the validity of the massive transfer model. And indeed, one knows
that preeqrrilîbrium plays a major role when the bombarding energy exceeds 10 MeV/u. Some nucléons are
then slown down in the target but escape before complete stopping and thermalization. It is easy to convince
us that this effect leads to an underestimation of the excitation energy ; let take the example of an incomplete
fusion where ap nucléons of the projectile are slown down in the target but escape with a velocity equal to
a fraction r\ of their initial one. If one assumes that all the target (Ac nucléons) and the remaining pan of
the projectile (Ap - a? nucléons) have fused, one gets :

Since T\ < 1 , this fonnula leads to a larger e* value than relation (8).

At variance with preequilibrium emission, prompt emitted particles correspond to a situation where
relation (8) over-estimates the excitation energy of the fusion nucleus. This feature is included in Landau-
Vlasov calculations 1^) together with preequilibrium emission and these calculations can be used as a test to
check if the massive transfer approach leads to correct estimations of the excitation energy. However, up to
now, very few complete set of calculations are available and a difficulty concerns the distinction between
preequflibrium and evaporation panicles because the typical times associated with both mechanisms are
quite comparable at large temperatures (see section m discussion).
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excitation energy (MeV)
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Residue velocity (cm/ns)

Fig. 10. Correlation between the mass and the recoil velocity
of evaporation residues obtained for the Ar (60 MeV/u) +Ag
system. Tne horizontal bars are experimental results. The
circular points and crosses are calculated in the massive
transfer approach in assuming that the whole target has
participated to fusion. Tne decay step has been described with
the IiUta code (•) or assuming that each decay nucléon has
absorbed an excitation energy of 12 MeV (o) or 15 MeV (-*-).
The stars have been obtained from Landau-Vlasov calculation
followed by a Lilita simulation of the fusion nucleus decay. In
each case, it has been assumed that the excitation energy was
folly therrnalized(no compression effect) JFrom réf. 16.
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Nevertheless, figure 10 gives strong indication that Landau-Vlasov calculations support the massive
transfer predictions. In this figure, one has calculated the correlation between the mass and the velocity of
evaporation residues analysed for the system Ar + Ag at 60 MeV/u . It turns out that predictions based on
Landau-Vlasov calculation + decay simulation (star points) on one side, and massive transfer model +
decay simulation (black points) on the other side are quite similar. Moreover they fit quite well the
experimental data (bars). In both cases the decay simulation has been performed with the Lilita code.

Another way of testing the validity of the massive transfer results consists of looking at
experimental data obtained in exclusive experiments. For instance, in ref. 16, evaporation residues obtained
for the system Ar+Ag at 60 MeV/u have been analysed and the coincident protons have been detected in
a plastic wall covering the whole solid angle between 3° and 30° . Figure 11 is the velocity spectrum of
these protons when they are associated with a fast evaporation residue (most violent or central collisions).
Two components are clearly visible. The small velocity component has been unambiguously attributed to
the fusion nuclei decayl6) ; the large velocity component corresponds to fast panicles which have not fused
with the target. In the massive transfer model, these particles are expected to have the beam velocity. In
figure 11, they have a mean velocity of 0.9 time the beam velocity with a large standart deviation around,
which reflects the Fermi motion of the nucléons inside the projectile. The overall velocity distribution of this
fast component can be fitted by the relation :

->
(U- 0.9 #p)~

7.3

if v is expressed in cm/ns. By using this formula, it is possible to deduce the experimental correlation
between the transferred linear momentum and the fusion nucleus excitation energy. It turns out that, within
a few percents, the results agree with the prediction of the massive transfer model. Even if one includes Q
values effects and the fact that forward fast particles are not emitted at zero degree, it appears that the
predictions of the massive transfer model are reliable within 10-20 % . This conclusion seems to be true for
bombarding energies around 50 MeV/u. On the contrary at lower bombarding energies, it has been shown
that preequilibrium effects are relatively larger and that the non-interacting nucléons of the projectile are
more strongly slown down 1 7 ) .

This remark shows that the fact that the massive transfer predictions seems to be good at
50 MeV/u does not mean that the corresponding mechanism is correct. It simply means that the effects of
Pep's and preequilibrium particles compensate more or less in this energy range. Besides, I have to stress
the fact that everybody does not agree with my conclusions : in the Guerreau's lectures, you can discover
that his neutron results do not support my statements. This means that other experimental works are needed
in order to conclude definitly.

3) Analysis of the fusion nucleus mass

A further piece of information concerns the origin of the nucléons which do not participate to
fusion. It is indeed important to stress that relation (8) holds whatever this origin (projectile or target). Of
course, for symmetric projectile-target combinations, the reaction should be symmetric (on the average).
But for asymmetric collisions, it turns out that most of the "non-fusing" nucléons escape from the light
partner (generally the projectile) and that the whole heavy partner participates to fusion. This feature can be
simply explained from phase space arguments : free nucléons are those which are unbound in the nascent
fusion nucleus (see figure 12 caption). An experimental confirmation of this general behaviour can be
obtained in looking at the mass distribution of the fusion nuclei residues. Figure 10 refers again to the
Ar -r Ag system at 60 MeV/u l g ) . The mean mass of the detected residues has been plotted versus their
recoil velocity. The correlation between both quantities can be fully understood in assuming that part of the
projectile has fused with the whole target and that the fusion nucleus has deexcited by evaporation (see
figure 10 caption). Of course, one has to notice that such an analysis is very much model dependent since it
involves two models : the massive transfer for the entrance channel and a decay code (here Lilita) for the
decay channel. Since the excitation energies of interest are quite large (larger than 500 MeV), one may have
some doubt on the validity of the evaporation codes in this excitation range. Hence, figure 10 cannot be
considered as a proof of the validity of the analysis. It is necessary to confirm its results in getting further
informations on the involved fusion nuclei, namely in analysing their decay products (see next sections).
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Fig. 11. Velocity spectrum of the protons
detected in coincidence with fast evaporation
residues in a forward hodoscope covering the
whole solide angle between 3° and 30°. System
Ar*Ag at 60 MeV/u. From ref. 16. The vertical
line is for the beam velocity.

Fig.12. One has displayed the fenni spheres (hatched)
associated with the two partners in an assymetricai collision
and the Fermi sphere (thick solid line) for the corresponding
fiision nucleus. The nucléons locadng in the inner part of the
dashed sphere aie bound in the fusion nucleus. Because of the
feet that the center of mass velocity is close ro the velocity of
the heavy partner, it turns out that ail the nucléons of the
heavy parmer can be bound into the fusion nucleus whereas
some nucléons of me light one are escaping.
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41 A set of conclusions nnri remarks

Ac this point of our discussion, one may notice that :
i) Tne massive transfer model is in many cases (around 50 MeV/u) a good tool to describe the fusion

nucieus properties. However the reliability of its predictions is strongly improved if the non fusing nucléons
are exclusively detected and analysed and too few measurements of this kind are available.
ii) The study of the mass distribution of the fusion residues is a poor way of investigation of the

corresponding excitation energy (or temperature) because it depends on the validity of the decay models
which is questionable at large excitation energies.
iii) The recoil velocity method depends only on the entrance channel mechanisms and it is then a good
method as far as, for the studied systems, relation (8) is reliable. However, the above discussion tells us
that it is a useful method only for asymmetrical systems. Oniy in this case, there is a correlation between the
violence of the collision and the recoil velocity. Moreover, several other problems have to be pointed out,
which are discussed now.

The tînt problem has already been quoted above : the measured recoil velocity is not the initial
fusion nucleus recoil velocity since evaporation leads to some fluctuations. This drawback is not serious if
the velocity distribution of the initial fusion nuclei exhibit a maximum because the position of this maximum
is not changed by the evaporation process. The results quoted in figure 9 have been obtained in such cases.
But if the velocity distribution of the initial fusion nuclei do not exhibit a maximum and instead has a tail
(see figure 8), the analysis of the data becomes very suspicious. In such cases, an event by event analysis is
needed and it is possible only in exclusive experiments in which all the decay products have also been

detected. Such experiments are now undertaken with 4^-devices. They are leading to e* value far larger
than those quoted in figure 9.

A second question on the recoil velocity method concerns the "equilibrium" concept. Are we sure
that the excitation energies deduced from the recoil velocity are equilibrated ? Here, one has to define the
word "equilibrated". It means : "which has been transferred from the relative kinetic energy degree of
freedom to intrinsic or collective ones" Le. to thermal or compression (mostly) energies (see relation 5)).
The main experimental signature of these energies is that they are dissipated symmetrically in forward and
backward hemispheres which is not the case for preequilibrium emission.

From this point of view the recoil velocity method is very good since the measured velocity is the
result of the entrance channel step and the preequilibrium one, and it is really connected only with
equilibrated excitation energy. But of course the method does not allow a distinction between compression
and thermal energy and relation (9) is valid only if the compression energy is zero.

A last point concerns the fact that the recoil velocity method has been applied up to now to
evaporation residues or binary fission fragments (figure 8). In many cases (see ref. 3 or 14 for a review), it
has been published that above 40 MeV/u for Argon projectiles, the fusion component vanishes.
Sometimes, maximum temperatures have then been extracted from the data. Such conclusions are
unreliable. As a matter of fact, in selecting given exit channels, one can select also limited excitation
energies or temperatures since it seems to day that the highest excitation energies lead to multifragmentation.
Of course, maltifragmentarion events are not detected in an experiment which has been designed to detect
binary fission fragments or evaporation residues. Very few multifragmentation experiments have been
performed up to now. Rémi Bougault will give a seminar on one of them in this school. In figure 13 are
given results obtained for the Ar-rAl systems. Even at 85MeV/u bombarding energy fusion events have
been recognized.

- TEMPERATURE AND'OR EXCITATION ENERGY MEASUREMENT FROM
DECAY PRODUCTS PROPERTIES

Ï) Shapes of kinetic energy spectra

The most commonly used method for temperature measurements has been explained in section

nuclei,
which reflects the tenmerature of the decaying nucieus.
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Fig. 13. Muldfragmeniation study for the system Ar-rAl
between 25 and 85 MeV/u. Various products
have bean ploced in this V11 -V ± diagram. Ir appears that
they are emitted from a given source (fusion nucleus), the
velocity of which is close to the c m velocity Geft
arrows;the right arrows are for the beam velocity) even at
85 MeV/u. Fromref.19.
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It turns out that this method has been very successful at limited bombarding or excitation energy. Figure
14-a is a nice example for the N + Rh system.However it appears that the situation is not so nice for larger
bombarding energies (namely above 10-15 MeV/u). Figure 14-b illustrates this statement. It appears that the
experimental inclusive spectra cannot be fitted by a single maxwellian distribution. Fits have been very often
performed with a linear combination of three maxwellian distributions leading to three sets of three
parameters associated with three different sources. For each source, the parameters are : its temperature, its
recoil velocity, its relative contribution (intensity). The three sources are generally interpreted as the fusion
nucleus (slow source), the projectile like source and an intermediate velocity source. Such a picture derived
from the participant spectator description is generally completely wrong and has to be ruled out for several
reasons.

First of all, one knows to day 3) that the participant spectator picture is wrong below 100 MeV/u ,
Le., in the domain of interest for hot nuclei studies. In other words, it is unrealistic to assume the existence
of three disconnected sources. And indeed, the particles emitted from the so called intermediate velocity
source are often nothing but preequilibrium particles and some particles emitted from the projectile like
source are direct ones (Pep's). These features are clearly recognized in Landau-Vlasov calculations. The
exponentiel fall off fined on the data can then reflect mainly Fermi motion rather than temperature effects.

As a matter of fact an exponential fall off of a kinetic energy spectrum is not at all a sufficient
condition to prove that one is looking at an equilibrated hot system. Cascade calculations in which
thermalization is far to be achieved lead to such spectra. Similarly brerastrahlung mechanisms can be used to
explain the exponential shape of hard gamma ray spectra above 50 MeV/u ~ ) . Many temperatures have
then been extracted from results concerning unequilibraied systems !

The situation is even worth i let assume that thermalization is achieved in a fusion nucleus. A fit
with a maxwellian distribution is valid only if the recoil velocity of this fusion nucleus has a definite value.
But one knows that from one event to the other, fusion is more or less complete ; in other words, for a
given reaction, the recoil velocity distribution of the fusion source exhibits quite a large variance. Any fit
with a given recoil velocity will then lead to a strong overestimation of the temperature.

This discussion has an essential conclusion : temperature measurements from kinetic energy
spectra may be valid only if :

- on has proved that the quoted events correspond to equilibrated systems,
- the recoil velocity of the equilibrated systems are direcdy measured and not deduced from a fit of

the particle kinetic energy spectra.

These two conditions can be fulfilled only in coincidence measurements and of course the situation
is far better if exclusive detection is achieved. I will not discuss in detail experimental results since
D. Guerxeau is doing it in his lectures. Let me just stress few points concerning the experimental method
and not the results.

A good temperature measurement can be performed from the kinetic energy spectra if a strong
selection of the events of interest has been achieved. Let consider again the case of fusion reaction. A
detection of the heavy residues -r most of decay products can be used to reconstruct the initial recoil velocity
of t ie source. A detection of the decay particles on a large angular range can be used to test the decay time
of the fusion nucleus : a symmetric forward-backward emission is a signature of the decay time, Le. of the
degree of equilibration. Of course, the existence of preequilibrium panicles do not make the situation easy
but me detection on a large angular range allows to have much confidence on the origin of various detected
particles. Up to now, very few complete experiments of this kind have been achieved since the
corresponding experimental set up is of course rather complicated. But clearly such experiments are able to
give very good quality iesults.

However, a very interesting question is still raised-The kinetic energy spectra method is based on
relation (3) ; but we have also seen in section IV-2 (relation (5)) that collective effects can play a definite
role in intermediate energy heavy ion collisions. What is the effect of the compression energy on particles
kinetic energy spectra ? Possibly the kinetic energies of the particles emitted from a hot and compressed
nucleus reflect both temperature and compression effects. In ref 23, Barz et al conclude that the large
temperature values obtained in some cases could reflect this expansion effect. A very crude estimate can be
obtained from Landau-Vlasov calculations.



Fig 14a). Kinetic energy spectra for panicles
evaporated from a compound nucleus.
System 1 4 N -r 103Rh at 7.6 MeV/u. From ref.
20.
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Fig. 14b). Kineric energy spectra for protons
emitted, in a ^C induced reaction at 85 MeV/u.
All the detected protons aie not evaporated from
a thermaiized nucleus. From ref-21.
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We have seen in section IV-2 that the order of magnitude of the compression energy for the collision Ar +
Au at 60 MeV/u is 450 MeV for a total mass number of about 200 a.m.u . An extreme situation
corresponds to the case where this whole energy per nucléon is dissipated as collective kinetic energy
of the decay panicles.

e =

One finds ejàn = 2 MeV/evaporated nucléon. This value which is by far a maximum one has to be
compared with the mean thermal energy of evaporated panicles which can be deduced from relation (3) :

= 2 T (11)

For protons or neutrons and very hot nuclei (T = 5 MeV) , EtJ1 is about 10 MeV and ekin is

small compared with Eu1; but for heavier evaporated panicles S^n becomes relatively larger ; for instance

for a particles one finds :

< £th > = 10 MeV

This shows that if compression modifies the kinetic energy spectra of evaporated paraticles, the
effect will be an increasing function of the evaporated masses. Up to now, such a behaviour has not been
observed experimentally 1^), but it is too early to draw a definite conclusion.

2^ Evaporated panicle multiplicity

Another way of extracting informations on an excited nucleus is simply to count the number of
particles evaporated from it. Of course, this multiplicity is an increasing function of the involved exciiation
energy and D. Guerreau is showing in this lectures very nice results which have been obtained by using this
property (figure 15).

However several difficulties have to be pointed out. First of all, it is in principle necessary to detect
all kinds of evaporated panicles namely neutrons, light charged particles and possible intermediate mass
fragments. Secondly, it is necessary to recognize among all these particles, those which have been
evaporated from the nucleus of interest. Thirdly, one has to know the correlation between multiplicity and
excitation energy. If one knows this correlation, the temperature may then possibly be derived in a model
dependent way (see relation (4) and section IV-2).

All these points are more and more critical when the involved excitation energies or temperatures
are increased. For instance, at limited excitation energies and in the case of heavy systems, most of the
decay panicles are neutrons and the corresponding multiplicity is sufficient to lead to unambiguous
conclusions. But for larger excitation energies and the same heavy systems, the charged panicles
contributions cannot any more be neglected and corrections are needed in experiments where only neutron
multiplicity has been measured 2 4 ) . Nevertheless, up to now, no experiment has been performed in which
any kind of evaporated particles have been exclusively detected.

Concerning the selection of the particles which have been evaporated from the nucleus of interest,
the situation is better for charged particles than for neutrons. In this last case, the total multiplicity is usually
measured in a neutron ball in which any selection is very problematical. In particular, the contribution of
pre-eqirilibnum neutrons is hardly distinguishable, and even if their detection efficiency is smaller, the final
result can be significantly affected. Li the case of charged panicles, a ldnematical analysis is easier provided
the kinetic energy spectra are analysed at every angle. However, die situation remains far from being ideal
since, even by using a perfect 4n device, a complete event by event analysis is not possible ; the selection
of evaporated panicles is only possible in analysing many events at one and the same time. Of course the
situation is more difficult at large bombarding energies for which direct or preequilibrium panicles are more
numerous.
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Fig. 15. An example of the correlation between the violence of the
collision and the multiplicity of evaporated panicles. This figure
concerns the Ar-rTh system at three bombarding energies. The violence
of the collision is described by the folding angle of two correlated
fission fragments (bottom curves; see section VI). The quoted
multiplicity (top curve) is the total measured neutron multiplicity
extracted from ref. 25.
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When the evaporated particles multiplicities have been obtained, the corresponding excitation
energy is generally calculated in assuming that each panicle has dissipated its binding energy -r its coulomb
barrier + "two times the nucleus temperature (see relation (H)). Here again the uncertainties are larger for
higher excitation energies. As a matter of fact, the temperature has to be known to calculate the excitation
energy and some iterative procedure based on the relation E* = f(T) is necessary. We have seen in section
IV-2 that this correlation is not straightforward for large E* values.

Moreover, compression effects can modify significantly the overall situation : the multiplicity method-
becomes questionable if strong compression effects can be present and it is then necessary to perform
additional measurements of the kinetic energies of the evaporated particles (see section VII-I).

3) Population of excited states of evaporated clusters

Let apply relation (7) to the specific case where one compares evaporation probabilities for
evaporating a given cluster in two different excitation states 1 and 2 ; one gets :

12V;P 1 _ e x p 2 ^ a ( E * - B - £ l )

P7 =

a ( E * - B - e 2 )

If E* is large, a first order development of the square root leads to :

if As is the spacing between the two excited states. If one considers two levels 1 and 2 rather than two
states, relation (12) has to be corrected because of spin factors :

P 1 2 J 1 + I
eP 2 " 2 J 2 + 1

if Ji and Jo aie the spin quantum numbers of the involved levels.

Relation (12) is nothing but the Boltzmann factor. It expresses the fact that a cluster in equilibrium
with a thermalized source ai a temperature T (excited nucleus) will escape in a given excited state with a
probability proportional to exp(-s*/T), and the statistical theory developped in section IV shows that this
statement is valid in spite of the fact that a nucleus is not a Boltzmann gas.

The main interest of relation (13) is that it can be directly confronred with experiment. Of course,
we have to remind the discussion of section II concerning the validity of the quoted temperature T (see
table H). Ia the case of a cluster in contact with a hot nucleus, the canonical description is adapted but the
size of both the neat bath (the nucleus) and the system (the cluster) can be problematic. However, the
experimental results are always mean temperature values extracted from an analysis of roanv events and the
result is hence meaningful.

Two experimental situations exist. Either die involved quantum states are stable versus particle
decay. In mis case, the cluster will sequentially decay via emission of gamma rays which can be used to

have been used in the littérature (see ref. 3 for a review).



Fig. 16. Decay analysis for a 5Li cluster
decay.The abscissa is the relative kinetic
energy of the outgoing deuteron and alpha
particle. The ordinale is the corresponding
yield- The two bumps correspond to two
excited states Of5Li cluster. System Ar+Au
at 60 MeV/u. From ref.27.
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As an example, a typical result obtained with this second method is shown in figure 16. The
ordinate quantity is the coincidence yield for the two products resulting from a 6Li cluster decay versus
their relative kinetic energy. One recognizes two bumps corresponding to two excited states of the cluster.
Their relative abundance may be used to determine a temperature. Their widths reflect their half lifes.

Are these temperature values reliable ? First of all, one has to remark that, in this approach,
thermalizanon is assumed but not at all proved. Moreover, two kinds of problems have to be investigated :

i) the method may be correct only if the studied clusters have kept the memory of the initial thermal bath,
i.e. if the observed decay is a primary decay. Every analysis of cluster resulting from a "side feeding", Le.
from a previous decay leads to a wrong temperature value.
u) secondly, it turns out that both the gamma ray technique and the coincident particles method exhibit

difficulties which have to be considered.

These two questions are discussed now :
i) the side feeding problem

Let consider again relation (13) and figure 17. Relation (13) can be written :

This formula is correct only if the involved levels are not populated by the decay of higher states or
from other clusters (arrows in figure 17). Otherwise, such side feeding effects populate more strongly low
lying states. The resulting apparent R ratio becomes R1 = OtR with a < 1 .

If this drawback is ignored in the analysis, the deduced temperature T' is different from the true
temperature T : T is an apparent temperature and it is easy to show that :

(14)
1-i-l Log a

p

The resulting error is small if P » T , i.e. if AE* is large compared with Log a . The reverse
situation (Ae* small) leads to T' = P and the measurement is then wrong. In any case the apparent
temperature T is smaller than the true one.

The above discussion shows that reliable measurements can be performed only in considering at
least one high E* level Le. a particle unstable state. The main drawback of the method based on gamma
detection is that it concerns only panicle stable states i.e. low lying siates for which side feeding effects
can be dramatic.

Here is the main reason why all the experiments based on photon detection lead to small (and
generally unreliable) temperature values. In the case of particle unstable states, the situation is better, but
correction are necessary. Unfortunatly they are model dependent and hence questionable -®. However one
may reasonnably believe the results if many couples of excited levels lead to similar temperature values.
Figure 18 2^) is an example.

ii) Further comments on the two methods
The drawbacks of the gamma may method are purely experimental : they are named Doppler shifts,

background rejection, photoelectric efficiency. Since, on the other hand, we have seen previously that this
method is very quesdonable at large temperature, I prefer to focus more on the coincident decay particle
mediod which concerns panicle unstable states (for more details on the gamma ray method, see ref. 28).

In the case of the decay particle method, an important question is the following : how is it possible
to distinguish between two coincident particles resulting from the decay of a cluster and two particles
escaping independendy or sequentially from the hot nucleus ? Both phenomena of course contribute to the
observed spectra and figure 16, for instance, has been obtained after subtraction of the second contribution.
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FIg. 18. Apparent emission temperatures for
^ A r induced reactions on 197Au at 60 MeV/u.
The histogram shows the result of a quantum
statistical calculation which includes the
feeding by sequential decay; an initial
temperature of 5.5 MeV and a low nuclear
matter density (p/po= 0.04) were assumed.
From ref. 26.
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Fig. 19. An example of high energy gamma
ray spectra which can be exnlained in the
statistical model approach. Theslopes of these
spectra reflect the temperature of the deep
inelastic products issued from the collision Mj)

-^M0 ac 20 MeVTu (reflSl). TKEL is the kinetic
energy loss of the deep inelastic fragments.
The soiid lines are calculated in the statistical
model auijroach. From ref.32.
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Such a subtraction is possible because the relative kinetic energy spectrum of two sequentially emitted
panicles does not exhibit the peaks (or correlations) which sign the studied quantum states. More precisely,
the statistical theory of section IV tells us that its shape exhibits an exponential fall off. Generally speaking,
the density of state's of the system S composed of the two detected particles may be estimated when S is
inside the heat bath (the source) :

p (p, q) = p (p) p (q) = p 0 (P) [(P0 (q) + Ap (q))] (15)

2

p (p. q) = -*-;
ITC

- T l
(16)

In these relation, p is the linear momentum of S ; q is the relative linear momentum of the
detected particles ; V is the volume of the heat bath ; ji and J2 are the spins of the detected particles and 5i
are the phase shifts which describe their interaction. In relation (15), the density of states has been divided
in two parts. The term p 0 (p) Po (q) describes the quantum states of the detected particles if they do not
interact inside the source : it is the case for sequential emission. The term p 0 (p) Ap(q) which is due to the
interaction of both panicles accounts for the cluster formation. Only this second term exhibits structures for
given q values.

From relation (16), it is possible to express the state population for a given q value within
weighting the density of states with the Boltzmann factor and after integration on the p variable. After
escaping from the source the states population is modified by the long range coulomb interaction of the
remaining part of the system. All these features have been included in the analysis of the experimental data.
Therefore, the distinction between cluster decay and sequential emission does not affect the validity of the
extracted temperatures.

The main problem of the method is probably that thermalization is assumed a priori. One may
probably believe that this statement is true if the same temperature value is obtained from many excited
levels analysis (fig. 18). However, it is not sufficient and exclusive measurements are needed where one
selects events for which it is possible to sign that the clusters escaped from an equilibrated system. Too few
such measurements have been performed up to now -^).

vm - is rr POSSIBLE TO DEDUCE TEMPERATURES FROM GAMMA RAY
OR PION SPECTRA ?

Relation (3) can in principle be used for any decay particle and hence for pions or gamma rays.
Luciano Moretto will certainly develop quite extensively this question in his lectures and I will only give
few elements.

One feature is clear : evaporation of gamma rays and pions should exist 3°). The point is that other
mechanisms are also contributingJf they are negligible, the shape of the measured spectra can be analysed
to extract temperature values. The results will be correct as far as compression does not modify significantly
the extracted slopes. In the case of gamma rays, the parasitic contributing mechanisms are the statistical
decay near the yrast line and the bremsrrahlung process. The first one is quite dominant for low energy
gamma rays and the second one can affect significantly the high energy pan of the spectra. Consequently,
only the high energy gamma rays can be used to" extract a temperature under the condition that
bremstrahlung production is negligible. This seems to be the case at limited bombarding energy (figure 19).
It is probably wrong above 50 MeV/u.

The production of statistical pions is equivalent to the production of statistical high energy gamma
rays or protons since the emission of a pion dissipates also its mass energy. In this case, the main
competing mechanism is the production of pions in single nucleon-nucleon collisions in the entrance
channel but other collective mechanisms are also possible.
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It is today very difficult to disentangle between these various origins. Moreover, the strong absorption of
pions in nuclear matter is a further difficulty. It is then more than dangerous to try to extract temperature
values from pion kinetic energy spectra. This is true of course for inclusive results but also for data obtained
in more or less exclusive measurements 33X

JX - CONCLUSION : EXCLUSIVE MEASUREMENTS ARE NECESSARY

In the preceding sections, we have seen that no method is perfect if one wants to measure a nuclear
temperature. First of all, it is necessary to select events for which the degree of dissipation of the incident
energy is estimated. This can be achieved in fusion reaction if one detects the panicles which have not
participated to fusion, but diis implies to use large area detectors in order to be as much exclusive as
possible. Let me call "direct" these particles. For asymmetrical systems, they are coming mostly from the
lightest partner. From this point of view, it is easier to study a collision in which the projecdle is lighter than
the target since die "direct" nucléons fly with a velocity reminescent of the beam one. Figure 11 is an
example showing to which extent it is possible to extract this direct "component". It is more clearly resolved
if the beam and fusion nucleus velocities are more different. Nevertheless they never stand sufficiently apart
to allow an unambiguous separation in an event by event analysis. Moreover an eventual "direct"
component escaping from the target (heavy partner) cannot be ruled out. From this point of view,
symmetrical systems are less questionable, and in die future, symmetrical collisions of heavy nuclei have to
be studied. The Mo + Mo collisions already discussed in figure 19 is a good example (see the A. Olmi
contribution to this school).

When die "direct" component has been defined, one has to test riiat die remaining system decays
symmetrically in me forward and backward center of mass hemispheres. If dus condition is statistically
fulfilled, it is reasonable to believe that equilibrated nuclei have been selected. The coherence between their
recoil velocity and the importance of die "direct" component can be used to estimate the excitation energy.

It is dien necessary to look at the shape of die kinetic energy spectra of the direct particles. This
shape can be used to extract nuclear temperature values if mere is no compression in die collision. Of course
this compression question is an important one since one does not know to day how the compression energy
is dissipated. I think diat the only way to progress significandy on diis point is me following :

i) it is necessary to consider two systems for which die influence of die compression energy should be
quite different (low and large bombarding energies : for instance 20 and 60 MeV/u) ;
ii) for these two systems it is possible to select as explained above events corresponding to the same

excitation energy E*.

If die compression energy does not play a significant role, die properties of die decay products are
expected to be identical in bom cases at variance with what is expected if compression effects are important.
Such analysis have not been completely undertaken up to now. Only partial data have been published and
have to be confirmed16). Reliable temperature values will be extracted only if such various measurements
are performed. Generally speaking it is more and more difficult to extract reliable values from a single
experiment when one is dealing with very hot nuclei.

If one wants to extract maximum excitation énergie or temperature values, one has to keep in mind
diat mulrirxagmentation (and/or cluster evaporation) is probably an important decay channel for very hot
nuclei. Again one is confronted with die necessity of performing exclusive experiments where various
products are_analysed : light charged particles, but also intermediate mass fragments or heavier residues.
Here is a dimcult technical challenge and new experimental devices are under construction for this purpose
(for instance the ESDRA device at GANIL). Very few experiments on multifragmentation have been
performed up to now : Rénri Bougauk is speaking about one of ûiem in diis meeting Tone can also refer to a
recent paper 19)which shows how very large excitation energies can be dissipated in some cases. And
indeed, one also knows tiiai very strong energy dissipations are observed also at 250 MeV/u 34) and such
results rise the question : what is me meaning of die maximum excitation energy bearable by a nucleus ?
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The next question is then : to which extent is it reasonable to speak about temperature in these

data ? It is absolutely necessary to disentangle in these data the contributions of thermalization, from

dynamical effects due to compression and nucléon nucléon scattering. From this point of view,

comparisons of the collisions Au + Au at 250 MeV/u 34) and p + p a the same energy are strongly

needed-
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